
Profile	 Energetic frontend web developer with some backend experience looking for 
employment to join a team that delivers outstanding websites and experiences through engaging 
customer interaction and efficient behind-the-scenes work. I’m eager to work in a fast-paced 
environment that encourages collaboration to overcome challenging obstacles. Some of my best work is 
showcased on my portfolio. 

Skills	 Hugo | HTML | CSS | SCSS | JS | React.js | Babel | Webpack | Browserify | 
git | Express | Mongoose | EJS | Web_design | Live_10 | iZotope_RX9 

Experience	 Web Developer | The Complete 2022 Web Dev Bootcamp; udemy.com  ●  Jan 2022 - Present 

	 Continuously studying and implementing up-to-date coding methods and standards. Created new front 
end and full-stack applications utilizing a wide variety of tools, frameworks, languages, etc. Accelerated 
learning to lead the next step in my career. 

	 Audio Engineer | “¡Oye! Real Reina$ Grow” Podcast; Los Angeles, CA  ●  Sep 2021 - Jan 2022 

	 “The sound guy” & Director of Editing for an online podcast. Worked on drastically improving budget mic 
quality audio to ensure clarity, remove noise, perform equalization, and bring it new life. Created a 
workflow that allowed the team to upload regularly while recording and preparing completely remotely. 

	 Duffl Racer | Duffl; Los Angeles, CA  ●  Feb 2019 - Jul 2019 

	 Prepared orders for customers and brought it to them on the UCLA campus via electric scooter or 
electric longboard. Instituted a shortcut that saved time during the order preparation process. Our team 
achieved an average of 10 minutes between order and delivery. 

	 Cast Member | The Walt Disney Company; Los Angeles, CA  ●  May 2017 - Aug 2018 

	 Worked on sales, cashiering, assisting guests throughout their purchase process, stocking and 
replenishing, and delivering interactive presentations. Collaborated with the cast member team to perform 
solo and group magical events for guests, resulting in an increase in sales. 

	 Actor | Sovereign Talent Group; Los Angeles, CA  ●  Mar 2012 - Sep 2022 

	 Worked as an actor being sent out on auditions, trained for new roles, took headshots on a yearly basis, 
and attended different workshops/classes including one taught by my agent's husband. Performed in a 
variety of new media spots, commercials, television occurrences, theater plays, and films. 

	  

Education	 University of California, Los Angeles – B.A. in Theater (Acting)  ●  2021 

Hobbies	 Producing music, longboarding, snowboarding, billiards, acting 

Languages	 English, Spanish

Los Angeles, CA, USA | gabe.dev.for.you@skiff.com

Gabriel Elisavetsky
gabrielelisavetsky.com 
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